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Welcome to Tooki !

Tooki by NAV-TV is a Bluetooth phone 
integration system designed specifically  for 
your phone-ready Audi vehicle. 

When used properly, Tooki establishes a 
wireless Bluetooth link between the Audi MMI 
radio and  your mobile phone, resulting in a 
hands-free operation of your phone. 

Loaded with key features such as Phone book 
synchronization (phone dependent), Privacy 
mode, console and steering wheel controls,  
MMI and instrument cluster displays and noise-
canceling technology, Tooki allows for a safer 
driving experience while keeping the driver 
connected to his wireless world. 

The Tooki is an extremely  sophisticated 
product, therefore it is strongly advised that you 
make yourself familiar with your Tooki system 
and read the instructions in this manual before 
operating the system. 

For more information, visit www.nav-tv.com 

Legend

The following legend will ease your reading 
this manual:

         Radio operation, button press 

!    Rotate, then press the radio selector knob

          Mobile phone operation, such as pairing

!    Operation not supported by Tooki

       

!



Pairing!

1. Press TEL on MMI Radio.

2. “Telephone - Tooki... ” and no signal strength indicates no phone 
connected.

3. Start the pairing procedure on your mobile phone. Make sure the 
Bluetooth feature is turned on. Consult your phoneʼs manual for 
phone-specific pairing procedures. 

4. Once your mobile phone discovers Tooki xxxx (last 8 digits will vary), 
select and pair Tooki.

5. When prompted for a passkey, enter 6888 on your mobile phone. 

6. Once pairing is complete, you should see your network providerʼs 
name and signal strength indicator on the MMI Radio.

(Note that some telephones will not display a signal strength or network 
provider when connected.)

7. You may pair up to 5 different mobile phones.    For information on 
phone selection, see the CONNECTING section.

8. Note that once a phone is paired, you should allow the Tooki to 
automatically connect to it.  Initiating the connection from the phone 
may cause unreliable operation.

Note: the following phones require a special pairing code to be dialed from the radio 
prior to pairing. Please enter the code that matches your phone, then press .

3*330033*1 - Headset profile 3*330033*5 - Samsung A9xx

3*330033*2 - Disable Sync 3*330033*6 - Samsung D500

3*330033*3 - LG U8360 3*330033*7 - Samsung Z300, Z500

3*330033*4 - Sagem 3*330033*8 - Samsung Z310

!



Connecting

If only one phone is paired, Tooki will attempt to connect to this phone as 
long as the MMI radio is active. 

Up to 5 phones may be paired and selected.
If more than one phone is paired, Tooki will attempt to connect to ANY of the 
paired phones. Last connected phone has a priority over other paired 
phones, but since different phones may have different Bluetooth latencies, it 
is hard to predict which phone will be connected if more than one phone is 
present within range of Tooki. You may manually connect to a paired phone 
following this procedure:

Selecting a paired phone:

1. Press TEL, Press the MEMORY Soft button, Select Phone book

2. The currently connected phone (if any) will have a “#” in front of its name.

3. Select the phone you wish to connect. In this example, Nav-TV Host, a 
Blackberry 8330m and moni BlackBerry 9 are paired, and we are 
selecting BlackBerry 8330m. 

4. Press the Dial  button on the MMI radio.

5. Tooki will display Dialing: Selecting… and will attempt to connect to the 
phone selected. Radio will resume normal operation within a few 
seconds.

Deleting a paired phone:

1. Highlight (Del Phonename), press in on MMI knob or Dial 

NOTE: Deletion time depends on the phonebook size. 

!



Receiving calls

A received call will cause the following:

1. Mute the radio and generate a ring tone.

2. Display the caller ID (If available) and Incoming call on the MMI screen 
and instrument cluster.

To answer a call:

1. Press the Answer            soft button, or

2. Highlight Answer and press the MMI Knob in, or

3. Press the multi-mode steering wheel selector IN 

To answer a second call (Call Waiting):

Currently call waiting is not supported 
and must be performed via the mobile phone. 

!
!



Placing Calls

To place a call:
1. Press TEL, then rotate the MMI knob to each desired digit 

followed by a knob press. 
2. when completed, press Dial       or select OK followed by a 

knob press. 

You may also dial numbers stored under the following:   

Phone book (See “Phone book” section)
Dialed Calls (Last number dialed)

Both options are also available via the steering wheel buttons 
and the Instrument cluster display:   

 
Most phones allow the user to dial, answer and end 
calls via the phone buttons



Privacy Mode

It is often convenient to switch between hands-free 
operation and normal phone use. 

Tooki allows for a quick Privacy Mode:
Press TEL
Select  Options
Select Switch off microphone and press the knob to 
confirm, use your mobile phone as usual. 

To switch back to Hands-Free mode:
Press TEL
Select  Options
Select Switch on microphone 
Note 1: The microphone does not actually mute, rather the 
call transfers to the phone itself!

Note 2: On some telephones (particularly Nokia) Privacy 
mode will also disconnect the phone from the Tooki.



Phonebook

! NOTE: The Phonebook feature is not supported by all 
phones. Please refer to www.nav-tv.com for an up-to-date 
phone compatibility list and software updates.  

NOTE: Phonebooks that have a large number of contacts 
can take quite a long time to synchronize, please be 
patient.  During Phonebook synchronization, attempts to 
pair or delete a phone will not operate reliably, and the 
Phonebook screen may display “(Please pair)” instead of 
the phoneʼs name(s). 
1. Press TEL, Press the MEMORY soft button, Select 

Phone book
2. Rotate the knob right or left to select your entry.
(Note that you can also use the “Find” feature to look for a specific entry.)

3. Press the knob and press Dial          to place a call.
You can use the steering wheel controls / instrument 
cluster display as well.  

! NOTE: The Phonebook can not be modified, as it is 
stored in your phone. However, favorite numbers could be 
stored at or transferred to the internal DIRECTORY. 
Please follow the on-screen instructions for 
DIRECTORY usage.  



Misc / Unused features

List of unused menu items:

Received calls
Missed calls

Misc.:
BT PIN - Fixed at “6888” and can not be changed.

Notes:



Support

Tooki can be updated by the user via a 
Bluetooth-enabled laptop. 
Latest software updates and instructions 
are available at: www.nav-tv.com

If you wish to speak to us, please call:
(866) 477-3336
(When you call, please provide us with the 
Model and Year of your vehicle, as well as 
the Make, Model and Provider for your 
phone to expedite your phone call.)

http://www.nav-tv.com
http://www.nav-tv.com

